INTRODUCTION
Most modern passenger and military aircraft are powered by gas turbine engines (jet engines, turboprops, turbofans, propfans), but several are powered by ramjets. There are lot of different types of aircraft engines, but all these have some parts in common. All engines should have an inlet to bring the air stream inside the engine. For the gas turbine engines, the inlet sits upstream of the compressor and, while the inlet does no work on the flow, there are some important design features of the inlet.
Inlets come in a variety of shapes and sizes with the specifics usually dictated by the speed of the aircraft. Engine's inlet is required to provide the proper quantity and uniformity of air to the engine over a wide range of flight conditions (altitudes and speeds). For aircraft that cannot fly faster than the speed of sound (such as large airliners), inlets' shapes are simple, so a straight, short and low profiled inlet works quite well. A subsonic aircraft has an inlet with a relatively thick lip.
On the other hand, for a supersonic aircraft, the inlet must slow the flow down to subsonic speeds before the air reaches the compressor. An inlet for a supersonic aircraft has a relatively sharp lip. This lip is sharpened to minimize the performance losses from shock waves that occur during supersonic flight. Some supersonic axis-symmetrical inlets use central cones (conical-shaped centerbodies). Other inlets use flat hinged plates or a spike-shaped centerbodies (plan-parallel inlets with rectangular cross section) to shock the flow down to subsonic speeds and to generate the compression through these shockwaves; this kind of inlet is seen on the F-14 and F-15 or on the Mig-29 fighter aircraft. There are other, more exotic inlet shapes used on some aircraft for a variety of reasons.
INLET ARCHITECTURE
The inlet in Fig. 1 consists of an air intake (which could have a fixed or a mobile cowl) and a spike-shape body with two different plates (a fixed panel and a hinged panel), assisted by hydraulic actuators. The inlet is mounted below aircraft's wing; consequently, in supersonic flight, air speed in front of the air intake is less than the airspeed of the airplane, because of two shock waves: the first one is conical and it is triggered by aircraft's nose, the second one -by aircraft's wing. Meanwhile, during supersonic operating, the inlet has its own shock wave system, generated by the spike and by cowl's lip: two oblique shock-waves due to spike's panels and a final normal shock wave attached to the cowl's lip. 
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Some particular inlets with mobile panels have even the possibility of intake's blocking, by completely mobile panel's pull out until it reaches the cowl [10] ; this regime characterizes the ground operating (engine's ground test, aircraft ground maneuvering, low speed take-off running etc.), when the engine's air breathing is realized through a system of upper flaps, which are automatically open simultaneously with the main intake's close; main reason for this behavior are connected to engine's protection against accidental suction into the turbo-engine of small objects on the runway, or on the test platform.
This kind of inlet assures a wide range of aircraft flight regimes (flight altitudes and speeds), as well as the whole range of engine's operating engines.
For an aircraft designed to reach a flight Mach number of 2.5, air velocity in front of this kind of inlet corresponds to a Mach number of 2.1, because of successive shock down of the air flow through the shock-waves triggered by aircraft's aerodynamic shape.
OPTIMAL INLET CONFIGURATION
Inlet design is an important engineering issue, involving geometric, aerodynamic and energetic grounds. Design methods and algorithms are presented in [6, 7, 10] , different optimization criteria being emphasized.
An algorithm of geometric optimization of an external compression inlet, such as the one in fig. 2 is presented in [7] and is based on inlet's efficiency maximization. This algorithm aims to determine optimum values of spike's angles 1  and 2  , as well as a dimensionless geometry of the inlet; it was also applied for the optimization of the rectangular inlet studied in [12] . Performance criterion for optimization is the maximum inlet efficiency, or else, maximum inlet total pressure loss (or recovery) co-efficient
where Each term in Eq. (1) is given by the aerodynamic and thermodynamic conditions of shock waves, as follows:
-for the oblique shock waves
normal shock-wave oblique shock-waves
FIG. 2. Supersonic inlet "2+1"-type geometry
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Mach number behind the shock-wave;
-for the normal shock-wave
where First inlet configuration design issue is the determination of the spike's angles values, starting from the nominal Mach number value in front of the inlet. Each curve in Fig. 3 has a maximum value point, which correspond to the optimal value of 2  -parameter, so one can build the graph    . Optimal inlet geometry should be obtained considering the situation when both oblique shock-waves are attached to the cowl's lip (see Fig.1 
where the lengths 1 l and 2 l of the spike panels in Fig. 2 
For a Mach number in front of the inlet  can be calculated with above-mentioned formulas ( (1), (4) and (6)), D C is represented by the inlet's effective air-breathing area
, which is exactly the co-ordinate F y in Fig. 3 :
E-point and F-point coordinates are: , the spike's first panel generates a first oblique shock wave but the second shock wave is still detached. Only after this Mach number the second shock-wave becomes oblique and the shock-wave system is restored.
MOBILE PANEL MOTION LAW
Operation of an inlet with fixed geometry architecture means a lot of losses from air flow rate's point of view, as . M  is reached. Inlet's flow rate characteristics is improved, as shown in Fig. 9 ; curve I corresponds to inlet totally operation as "1+1" external compression device, while curve II is the flow rate characteristics of the inlet with mobile panel. The complementary law applying brings an improvement of the flow rate characteristics, especially for small airspeeds. The curve III in Fig. 9 corresponds to a simultaneously operating of the above-described control laws.
CONCLUSIONS
Supersonic inlets are built in a variety of shapes and sizes which are usually dictated both by the speed of the aircraft and by the position of the inlet on aircraft's airframe.
A plan supersonic inlet with a single mobile ramp, operating on a supersonic aircraft (flying at a Mach number M H =2.5), mounted below its wing, was studied in this paper. For such a flying Mach number, the airflow in front of the inlet corresponds to a Mach number around 2.1, which was considered the nominal airspeed input, used for the inlet's design. 
